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Lane detection is a crucial process in video-based transportation monitoring system. This paper proposes a novel method to detect
the lane center via rapid extraction and high accuracy clustering of vehicle motion trajectories. First, we use the activity map to
realize automatically the extraction of road region, the calibration of dynamic camera, and the setting of three virtual detecting lines.
Secondly, the three virtual detecting lines and a local background model with traffic flow feedback are used to extract and group
vehicle feature points in unit of vehicle. Then, the feature point groups are described accurately by edge weighted dynamic graph
and modified by a motion-similarity Kalman filter during the sparse feature point tracking. After obtaining the vehicle trajectories,
a rough k-means incremental clustering with Hausdorff distance is designed to realize the rapid online extraction of lane center
with high accuracy. The use of rough set reduces effectively the accuracy decrease, which results from the trajectories that run
irregularly. Experimental results prove that the proposed method can detect lane center position efficiently, the affected time of
subsequent tasks can be reduced obviously, and the safety of traffic surveillance systems can be enhanced significantly.

1. Introduction
Video-based traffic surveillance systems are widely used in
traffic monitoring and management [1, 2]; they can supply
more plentiful and more useful information than other sensor
systems, for example, the ground induction loops, bridge
sensors, and so on. Detection of lane position in the video
scenes is a crucial basis of the traffic parameters extraction in
lanes and the semantic analysis of traffic incident, vehicular
behaviour, and so on [3]. Traditionally, the simplest method
is specifying lane position manually during system installation. But this method is seldom used today because of its
bad flexibility and error in the systems running. It cannot
especially be suitable for pan-tilt-zoom (PTZ) cameras that
are widely used in video-based traffic monitoring system
today for its flexibility [4]. To a PTZ camera, parameters are
allowed to adjust online. When these parameters change, the
lanes position in video images must be redetected and the
subsequent operations (such as traffic parameters extraction

in lanes and the analysis of traffic incident and vehicular
behaviour) will be affected or interrupted. The extraction
accuracy and speed will directly affect the interrupted time
of the subsequent operations.
Many researchers have been trying to study some automated detection methods. The existing methods include
road-marking based methods, activity-map based methods,
and vehicle-trajectories-clustering based methods. Lai and
Yung [5] proposed a typical road-marking based lane detection method. In the method, the orientation discrimination
and length of the traffic lane markings and curb structures
are calculated and used to extract the lane position based on
the fact that a lane always is the centre line of two parallel
edge lines. Kim [6] used the random sample consensus
with particle filter to extract lane marking and detected the
lanes by using a probabilistic-grouping algorithm. Daigavane
and Bajaj [7] proposed a hybrid approach based on edge
detection. They use ant colony optimization to link disjointed
edges that should be joined and use the Hough transform to
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extract lanes. Although these methods have higher flexibility
than the manual methods, they may lead to a sharp drop in
accuracy and even to failure when the markings are blurred
by contaminations or cannot even see in the dark, so they
cannot apply to the cameras whose parameters might change
in these cases. The activity-map based methods [8–10] can
avoid being influenced by the clarity of road markings, but
the lanes detecting results are rough. So they are not very
suitable for the high accuracy requirements of lane-changing
rate detection, high-level semantic analysis of traffic scene,
and so on.
The vehicle-trajectories-clustering based methods can
effectively overcome these weaknesses, but the existing methods almost have shortcomings in speed and accuracy. Several
typical methods are summarized as follows. Hsieh et al.
[11] used the background subtraction to extract vehicles
and tracked them to obtain trajectories. Then the lanes are
extracted via the histogram of different vehicles moving.
Melo et al. [12] detected highway lanes based on global
background subtraction and k-means cluster of trajectories. The trajectories are obtained by centroid tracking and
represented by variable low degree polynomials. Then the
lanes are extracted via a k-means cluster on the coefficient
space. Xin et al. [13] used the foreground blobs tracking and
multilayer spectral cluster to extract the vehicle trajectories
and detect the traffic flow lanes. The speed and accuracy of
these methods are not only related to the selected clustering
method, but also related to the extraction method of vehicle
trajectories. The shortcoming in speed results from the
large computational cost of the selected global background
subtracting and moving blobs tracking method, in which
the whole image of video frames needs to be processed. The
shortcoming in accuracy mainly comes from the influence
of factors, for example, vehicles occlusion, moving shadows,
and illumination sudden change, during the foreground blobs
extraction.
Currently, except for the background subtracting and
foreground blob tracking based methods which are selected
in the above literatures, the feature-based tracking methods
are increasingly used to extract vehicle trajectory, such as
Coifman et al. [14] who developed a feature-based tracking
system for detecting vehicles. In the process of vehicle
trajectories extraction of this method, the segmentation
among occluded vehicles is easier than above foreground blob
tracking based methods, but only common motion constraint
is used to group the features, so the accuracy of feature
grouping is not very ideal when the occlusive vehicles have
similar motion features. In addition, the feature tracking is
not always robust over a long period of time, especially when
vehicles turn or light changes suddenly. Kim [15] proposed an
object detection and tracking method that combines dynamic
feature grouping and background subtraction. The accuracy of feature grouping is improved, but the computation
increases greatly. Kanhere and Birchfield [16] used the feature
tracking with global background modeling to incrementally
segment and track vehicles at low camera angles. Any feature
that lies in background region is filtered out by using the
foreground mask, and any feature that lies within a distance
threshold from a background pixel is removed as shadow
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point. Then a plumb line projection is designed to group the
features to yield the number and locations of the vehicles. This
method can effectively eliminate the 3D perspective effects to
vehicle location, but the use of global background subtraction
significantly increases the computational burden. And the
filtering error of shadow points is high and many good feature
points that are near the edge of objects and should belong to
foreground objects are mistakenly removed as shadow points,
so the tracking effect is affected.
By analyzing the existing technology of lane detection
and vehicle trajectories extraction, this paper proposes a fastspeed and high accuracy method of lane center detection
based on rapid extracting and online clustering of vehicle
motion trajectories, which can satisfy PTZ cameras as well
as fixed cameras. Compared with the prior art, the proposed
method has the advantages as follows. (1) It can be used
both at night and in the daytime, and it has no limits of
the clarity of road markings. (2) It is especially applicable
for the challenging traffic scene of traffic congestions, in
which the vehicle trajectories can be extracted well. (3) In
respect of vehicle detection, we use three virtual detecting
lines (VDLs) and VDL regions local background modeling
to extract rapidly vehicle feature points and group them in
unit of vehicle. The processing speed is greatly improved
because the process avoids global background subtraction
and feature point detection in the whole image. (4) The
setting of the VDLs is automatically realized at upstream of
traffic flow. We use the activity map to realize automatically
the extraction of road region, the calibration of dynamic
camera, and the setting of three VDLs which traverse the
road. (5) A rough k-means incremental cluster of vehicle
trajectories with Hausdorff distance is designed to realize
the fast-speed and high accuracy online extraction of lane
center, where the use of rough set reduces effectively the
accuracy decreases resulting from the trajectories that run
irregularly, which have similar distance to two neighbouring
clusters and can be automatically distinguished from the
regular trajectories by the clustering program. These irregular
trajectories mainly include the trajectories with lane changes
and the trajectories moving on the lane lines. This paper
is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the system
framework. Section 3 elaborates the incremental extracting
and grouping of vehicle feature points. Section 4 presents the
tracking and group correction of the feature points. Section 5
elaborates the extracting and clustering of vehicle trajectories.
Section 6 illustrates the experimental results and analysis.
Section 7 concludes this paper finally.

2. System Framework
Figure 1(a) shows the common cameras network in traffic
monitoring systems, in which the camera (such as A, B, or C
in the figure) is installed above the ground. Vehicles pass the
scene from the close to the distant, and we can detect them
when near before tracking them. Without loss of generality,
we select the scene of camera B to introduce the proposed
method because the scene not only includes straight lanes but
also includes curving lane, so it is representative. The scene of
camera B is shown in Figure 1(b).
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Figure 1: Sketch map of the system framework.
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Figure 2: Block diagram of the proposed method.

When the camera parameters are changed online, the
program based on our method is triggered by system signal.
The process flow of our method mainly includes four steps,
as is shown in Figure 2. Firstly, an activity map is created
to detect the vehicle flow direction and realize automatically
the calibration of dynamic camera, the extraction of road
region, and rough lanes position; the methods can see [9,
10] and [17]. According to the results of dynamic camera
calibration and extraction of road region, three VDLs are
set automatically at the upstream of traffic flow, which is
shown in Figure 1(b). The VDLs are set automatically to be
perpendicular to the detected rough lanes and across the road
region and the distance between them is equal according to
the projection relationship of camera (such as 1/25 of the real
length of the road region in experiments). The first VDL

(VDL1) is as much as possible close to the edge of image.
In addition, the result of rough lanes position is used as the
initial cluster centres of the rough k-means cluster. Secondly,
the three VDLs and a local background model with traffic
flow feedback are used to extract and group vehicle feature
points in unit of vehicle. Thirdly, the feature point groups
are described accurately by edge weighted dynamic graph
and modified by a motion-similarity Kalman filter during the
sparse feature point tracking. At last, the vehicle trajectories
are obtained, and a rough k-means incremental clustering
with Hausdorff distance is designed to realize the rapid online
extraction of lane center with high accuracy. We will discuss
the second step to the last step in detail in the next couple of
sections.

3. Incremental Extracting and Grouping of
Vehicle Feature Points
This step is mainly based on the three VDL regions, which
are set around the three VDLs, and their heights along 𝑦axis are set to 7 pixels. In fact, experiments show that 7pixel height can ensure the effect of background modeling
and shadow eliminating. The quantity and quality of feature
points also can be fully guaranteed by adding new points
stepwise and rejecting unqualified points. In addition, some
vehicles occlusion can be eliminated and the feature points
can be grouped in unit of vehicle by using three foreground
temporal-spatial images (FTSIs) [18], which are shown in
Figure 3 and generated by accumulating VDLi -locational
foreground pixels in the order of time.

3.1. Modeling and Update of the Three VDL Regions Local
Background. In order to reduce the influence of traffic
congestions and moving shadows on accuracy of vehicular
feature point detection, we design a dynamic background
Gaussian mixture model with adaptive learning rate. For the
traditional Gaussian mixture model, the learning rate 𝛼 for
update is always a fixed value (0 ≤ 𝛼 ≤ 1) [19–21].
Experiments show that 𝛼 ∈ [0.001, 0.005] applies to the
smooth traffic scenes. But during the rush hours, vehicle
queue may happen and the vehicles may have slow speed
or stop for a while in the VDL regions. If the learning
rate is still fixed, these vehicles will be wrongly updated
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Figure 3: Results of extracting and grouping of feature points based on three FTSIs.

to the background. So we design a log-sigmoid dynamic
adaptive update rate as follows based on experiments:
𝛼=

𝛼0
,
1 + 𝑒−𝛽(𝑙−𝜉)

(1)

where 𝛼0 is the update rate in smooth traffic scenes, 𝛽 is
the gradient parameter, 𝑙 is the pixel-level distance between
the vehicle queue tail and the Line3, and 𝜉 is the pixellevel gap distance between neighbouring vehicles in queue,
which is normally no longer than one vehicle. We use the
average length of vehicles in the scene to estimate it, and the
calculation based on FTSI1 and FTSI2 is as follows:
𝜉=

1 𝑚 Δ𝑑 ⋅ 𝑤𝑖
,
∑
𝑚 𝑖=1 𝐹𝑠 ⋅ (𝑡𝑖2 − 𝑡𝑖1 )

(2)

where 𝑚 is vehicle blobs number in the FTSI, 𝑤𝑖 is the width
of the 𝑖th blob, and 𝑡𝑖2 and 𝑡𝑖1 are the 𝑡-coordinate of the 𝑖th
blob centre in FTSI2 and FTSI1, respectively. Δ𝑑 is the pixellevel distance between FTSI1 and FTSI2 , and 𝐹𝑠 is the video
frame rate.
After that, the moving foreground in VDL regions can
be extracted by using the local background subtraction. But
there always are moving shadows in the extracted foreground,
so we use the method in [22] to eliminate them.
3.2. Extracting and Grouping of Feature Points Based on Three
FTSIs. The feature points are extracted initially from the
foreground of VDL1 region and supplemented from the
foreground of VDL2 region by using the good feature point
automatic selection method in [23]. For the extracted feature points, though their relationship to vehicles has been
recorded during the generation, some points of neighbouring
vehicles may be wrongly grouped to the same vehicle since
vehicles occlusion in the VDL region. This will affect the
extracting accuracy of vehicle trajectories, so we improve the
method in [24] to detect the occlusion and group the feature
points in unit of vehicle based on the three FTSIs.
In the process, in order to improve the matching accuracy
of vehicle blobs in different FTSI, the extracted feature points
are tracked immediately by using the pyramidal KLT feature
tracker [16] and the mean speed of the points that are
considered to belong to the same vehicle is calculated as the
approximation of the vehicle speed that is integrated into
method [24] to match the vehicle blobs in different FTSIs. A
merged blob in a FTSI will be separated if it disjoints in any
other FTSIs. The results are as shown in Figure 3, in which

the horizontal axis of FTSIs is time axis (𝑡-axis) and the
vertical axis is space axis (𝑥-axis) corresponding to the
horizontal axis of frame image. The two vehicles on the sides
of the red line in FISI3 are separated by using this separating
method.

4. Tracking and Group Correction of
the Feature Points
Due to the impact of camera installation height, some vehicles
may be occlusion in all the FTSIs and their feature points
cannot be grouped into the correct vehicles only based on the
three FTSIs, which is especially true in the heavy traffic; yet in
these situations, the camera parameters are more likely to be
changed to monitor the traffic scene in detail. So the wrong
groups of feature points must be modified.
In our method, we firstly describe the point groups in unit
of vehicle as the edge weighted dynamic graph 𝐺 = {𝑉, 𝐸, 𝑊},
where the 𝑉 is the set of feature points in vehicle, 𝐸 is the set of
optimal edges between the feature points that are constructed
by Delaunay triangulation method [25], and 𝑊 is the set of
the edge weight that is selected as the motion similarity of
feature points.
Then the feature points are tracked to get trajectories;
at the same time their groups are modified and filtered
effectively based on the point motion similarity. The feature
points tracking is based on the pyramidal Kanade-LucasTomasi (KLT) tracker with local binary pattern (LBP) texture
histogram. If the pyramidal KLT tracker is used alone, the
feature points tend to drift when the vehicle speed is faster
to the frame rate or the local luminance of the tracked
vehicle changes suddenly in images. LBP feature has better
robustness on these factors and has faster speed compared
with traditional features [26], so we put the LBP texture
histogram into the pyramidal KLT tracker to conquer these
limitations. If a point position is changed in the new frame,
the LBP texture histograms of them are calculated via a 7∗7
texture window and matched based on the Bhattacharyya
distance; the tracking accuracy is enhanced obviously.
Meanwhile, considering that vehicles can be seen as rigid
bodies, feature points in the same vehicle in image have high
similar motion features, but the feature points in different
vehicles do not. So we design a motion-similarity Kalman
filter to modify and filter the point groups effectively during
the points tracking, only in the direction of 𝑥-axis as an
example since the analysis in the other direction of 𝑦-axis
can be done in the same way. For two feature points 𝑖 and 𝑗
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(𝑡)
of an edge in a frame image, let 𝑋𝑖,𝑗
be their state vector
(𝑡) (𝑡) (𝑡) 𝑇
, V𝑖,𝑗 , 𝑎𝑖,𝑗 ) ,
(𝜒𝑖,𝑗

(𝑡)
𝜒𝑖,𝑗
,

(𝑡)
V𝑖,𝑗
,

(𝑡)
𝑎𝑖,𝑗

where
and
are their pixel-level
distance alone 𝑥-axis, distance change rate, and distance
change acceleration at the moment 𝑡, respectively. Then the
model is as follows:
̂(𝑡) = Α𝑋(𝑡−1) + 𝜍,
𝑋
𝑖,𝑗
𝑖,𝑗
(𝑡)
̂(𝑡) + 𝜂,
= Η𝑋
𝑍𝑖,𝑗
𝑖,𝑗

(3)

̂(𝑡) is the prediction vector, 𝑍(𝑡) is the measurement
where 𝑋
𝑖,𝑗
𝑖,𝑗
vector, 𝜍 is the system noise vector, and 𝜂 is the measurement
noise vector; the transition matrix A and the observation
matrix H are as follows:
𝜏2
]
[1 𝜏
2]
Α=[
[0 1 𝜏 ] ,
[0 0 1 ]

Η = [1 0 0] ,

(𝑡)
represented as Δ(𝑡)
𝑖,𝑗 . If the first component of the Δ 𝑖,𝑗 is not
greater than zero, the estimation of system state vector is
updated as follows:

(5)

where 𝐾𝑘 is the Kalman gain [27].
Otherwise, the motion similarity of points 𝑖 and 𝑗 will be
judged to be too poor and their 𝑤𝑖,𝑗 in the edge weighted
dynamic graph 𝐺 will be set to 0; the point groups can be
modified. If the point number of a modified group is less
than 3, it will be judged as the result of tracking drift and be
removed.

5. Extracting and Clustering of
Vehicle Trajectories
The modified feature point groups can accurately express the
vehicles, and the point trajectories have been obtained during
tracking. But if we cluster the point trajectories directly, the
calculation is too complex and the speed is very slow. In
our method, the vehicle trajectories are extracted from the
point trajectories and then the lanes are detected based on
the vehicle-trajectories-clustering.
5.1. Extracting of Vehicle Trajectories. For the edge weighted
dynamic graph 𝐺 = {𝑉, 𝐸, 𝑊} of each vehicle, the modified
results of the component 𝑉 are the set of stable feature points;
𝐸 is the set of optimized edges of each feature point in 𝑉.
Considering the fact that the feature point in 𝐺 is often closer
to the vehicular center if it has more edges in 𝐸, this paper uses
the weighted average method to calculate the distribution
center 𝑃(𝑥, 𝑦) of the vehicle points as follows:
𝑥=

1
∑ 𝑚𝑥,
2𝑛 1≤𝑖≤𝑛 𝑖 𝑖

𝑦=

1
∑ 𝑚𝑦,
2𝑛 1≤𝑖≤𝑛 𝑖 𝑖

𝑗 = argmax 𝑙𝑐 ,
𝑐∈𝐶

(7)

where 𝑙𝑐 is the trajectory length of the point 𝑐. In other words,
the longest trajectory of the points in 𝐶 is extracted as the
vehicle trajectory.

(4)

where 𝜏 is the sampling period.
At the moment 𝑡, the difference vector of the mea(𝑡)
and the predicted values of it are
surement value of 𝑋𝑖,𝑗

(𝑡)
̂(𝑡) + 𝐾𝑘 Δ(𝑡) ,
=𝑋
𝑋𝑖,𝑗
𝑖,𝑗
𝑖,𝑗

where 𝑛 is the size of 𝑉, 𝑥𝑖 and 𝑦𝑖 are the image coordinates
of the 𝑖th feature point, and weight 𝑚𝑖 is the edge number of
the 𝑖th point.
Then, we calculate the Euclidean distance 𝑑𝑖,𝑝 between
each feature point 𝑖 in 𝑉 and 𝑃(𝑥, 𝑦), rearrange the feature
points according to their 𝑑𝑖,𝑝 from small to large, and extract
the first 3 points to constitute the center nearest neighbor
point set 𝐶. Then the 𝑗th point trajectory is extracted as the
vehicle trajectory as follows:

(6)

5.2. Extraction of Lane Center Based on Clustering of Vehicle
Trajectories. Based on the vehicle trajectories, the lane center
can be extracted via online incremental clustering. Considering that there always are trajectories that run irregularly in
video sequence (which mainly include the trajectories with
lane changes and the trajectories moving on the lane lines),
if they are abruptly relegated to one cluster, the clustering
accuracy would be influenced. Rough set theory as a forceful
tool in processing uncertainties can resolve the problem
well. So we design a rough k-means clustering method with
Hausdorff distance to realize the rapid online extraction of
lane center with high accuracy. When the camera parameters
are changed online, the vehicle trajectories will be extracted,
and the incremental clustering program (see Section 5.2.2)
will be triggered at regular intervals to run in the mode
of initial clustering and incremental correction clustering.
The first running of the incremental clustering program is
called the “initial clustering,” which is based on the initial
cluster centres (see Section 5.2.1) and outputs the “initial
clustering results” by clustering the vehicle trajectories in the
first time interval. The second running of the program is
called the “first incremental correction,” which corrects the
initial clustering results and outputs the “first incremental
correction results” by clustering the vehicle trajectories in the
second time interval. The third running of the program is
called the “second incremental correction,” which corrects
the first incremental correction results and outputs the
“second incremental correction results” by clustering the
vehicle trajectories in the third time interval. Analogously,
the incremental clustering program will continuously run
many times until the adjacent two results have no longer
obvious change. Then the stable results are extracted as the
final positions of the lanes center.
5.2.1. Selection of k, Initial Cluster Centres, and Characteristics.
For a traffic scene, the number of lanes (i.e., k) is constant, so
it can be set manually. The initial cluster centres are selected
as the result of rough lanes position, which are extracted by
using the activity map in step 1. The random selection of
initial centres is avoided and the clustering performance is
improved.
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For characteristics, in order to improve the method
robustness, we select Hausdorff distance between the trajectory and the centres. For a trajectory and the current centre,
let 𝐴 𝑖 be the shorter one and 𝐴 𝑗 the longer one; then their
Hausdorff distance is as follows:
ℎ (𝐴 𝑖 , 𝐴 𝑗 ) =

1


∑ min (𝑥𝑎 − 𝑥𝑏 , 𝑦𝑎 − 𝑦𝑏 ) ,
𝑁𝑖 𝑎∈𝐴 𝑏∈𝐴 𝑗 

(8)

𝑖

where 𝑁𝑖 is the length in pixels of 𝐴 𝑖 and (𝑥𝑎 , 𝑦𝑎 ) and (𝑥𝑏 ,
𝑦𝑏 ) are the coordinates of point 𝑎 and point 𝑏 in 𝐴 𝑖 and 𝐴 𝑗 ,
respectively.
5.2.2. Rough k-Means Incremental Clustering. In the rough kmeans clustering, each lane cluster is expressed by an upper
approximation and a low approximation. The latter is a subset
of the former and their set difference is called boundary area.
The low approximation is used to save the vehicle trajectories
belonging certainly to a lane cluster, that is, the trajectories
of the conventional vehicle in the lane. The boundary area is
used to save the trajectories that run irregularly. In calculation
of the new center, trajectories in the lower approximation
should be given larger weights than those in the boundary
area.
Firstly, we set the cluster number 𝑘 and the initial centers
𝑐1 , 𝑐2 , . . . , 𝑐𝑘 , then calculate the Hausdorff distance ℎ(𝐴 𝑥 , 𝑐𝑖 )
(𝑖 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑘) between every trajectory 𝐴 𝑥 and every center
𝑐𝑖 , and find the cluster 𝑚 with the shortest distance as follows:
ℎ (𝐴 𝑥 , 𝑐𝑚 ) = min (ℎ (𝐴 𝑥 , 𝑐𝑖 )) .

(9)

𝑖=1,2,...,𝑘

Then
𝐴 𝑥 ∈ 𝐶𝑚 ∧ 𝐴 𝑥 ∈ 𝐶𝑗 ,
𝐴 𝑥 ∈ 𝐶𝑚 ,

𝑗 ≠ 𝑚 ∧

ℎ (𝐴 𝑥 , 𝑐𝑗 )
ℎ (𝐴 𝑥 , 𝑐𝑚 )

≤𝜆

(10)

otherswise,

where 1 ≤ 𝜆 ≤ 1.5, 𝐶𝑚 and 𝐶𝑚 are the upper and lower
approximation of the 𝑚th cluster, and 𝐶𝑚 ⊆ 𝐶𝑚 .
After that, every cluster centre is updated as follows:
𝑤𝑙 ∑𝐴 𝑥 ∈𝐶𝑖 𝐴 𝑥 (1 − 𝑤𝑙 ) ∑𝐴 𝑥 ∈(𝐶𝑖 −𝐶𝑖 ) 𝐴 𝑥
{
{
{
+
, 𝐶𝑖 ≠ 𝐶𝑖 ,
{
 


{
𝐶𝑖 
𝐶𝑖 − 𝐶𝑖 
{
 


𝑐𝑖 = {
{ ∑𝐴 𝑥 ∈𝐶𝑖 𝐴 𝑥
{
{
{
otherwise,
{   ,
 
{ 𝐶𝑖 
(11)
where 𝑖 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑘, the weight 𝑤𝑙 ∈ [0.5, 1], and | ⋅ | is the
cardinality.
The clustering is an iterative process from (9) to (11),
which does not stop until the result centres between two
adjacent iterations have no obvious difference.

6. Experiment Results and Analysis
6.1. Test Data and Parameter Settings. A large number of
experiments have been done based on a 270 minutes traffic
video material set, which includes nine 30-minute videos
collected at an exit road segment near Houfeng Bridge in
Beijing. These videos are collected by a PTZ camera during
morning rush hours, evening rush hours, and normal traffic
hours for three consecutive days. And the camera parameters
are changed every 10 minutes manually. These test videos have
640 × 480 resolution at a frame rate of 25 frames per second.
Our method is implemented with C++ programming
language by using multithreading technology and runs on
a computer with 3.30 GHz dual-core CPU and 4 GB RAM.
In the main thread, vehicle trajectories are detected based
on vehicular feature point detecting and grouping, and the
results are exported to a buffer queue. The child thread will
be triggered when the camera parameters are changed online.
Then it obtains the new trajectories from the buffer queue and
achieves the incremental clustering every 40 seconds based
on the last results until the results have no longer obvious
change or the camera parameters are changed again.
6.2. Comparison and Analysis of Experimental Results. In
order to analyze the performance of our method, we compare
and analyze the detecting results of lanes with those obtained
in existing method [12] and method [13].
6.2.1. Qualitative Analysis. In every process of lane detection
after the camera parameters changed, the initial clustering is
executed based on the initial cluster centres firstly. Then the
incremental clustering is executed every 40 seconds based on
the last result. Since the initial clustering and the subsequent
two times of the incremental clustering best demonstrate the
method speed and accuracy, we use them to compare the
three methods as shown in Figure 4, in which the video is
collected from 11:50 on June 14, 2013, and the traffic scene in
this period has delegation denotation in respect of traffic flow,
vehicular speed, and so on. The four lanes in the scene are
named as lane1 to lane4 from left to right.
Figures 4(a)–4(c) show the initial clustering results of
the three methods. For method [13], although four lanes
are detected, the error is large. Lane1 result significantly
deviates from the actual centre and is close to lane2. Lane2
and lane4 are close to the actual centres but their length is
too short. For method [12], the results of lane1 to lane3 are
better than those of method [13], but the result of lane4 is
too short too, which is mainly influenced by the speed of
background modelling and trajectories extracting. For our
method, though the accuracy is not good enough, especially
the tail end of lane4, the results are better than the other
methods obviously. Figures 4(d)–4(f) show the results of the
first incremental correction. We can see that the results are
all better than those of Figures 4(a)–4(c). For method [13],
the relatively complete results of the four lanes are extracted
but the error is still larger. For method [12], the results are
better than method [13]. For our method, the tail end of lane4
is corrected and each lane extraction results are closer to
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(a) Initial clustering results of method [13]

(b) Initial clustering results of method [12]

(c) Initial clustering results of this paper

(d) First incremental correction results of
method [13]

(e) First incremental correction results of
method [12]

(f) First incremental correction results of
this paper

(g) Second incremental correction results of
method [13]

(h) Second incremental correction results of
method [12]

(i) Second incremental correction results of
this paper

L4 M2
L4 M1
L2
M1
L1 M2
L1 M1
M2
L3
L2 M3 L3 M1
L3 M3 L4 M3
L1 M3
L2 M2

Lane1 A

Lane2 A

Lane3 A

L1 M2
L1 M1
L1 M3

Lane4 A

(j) Results comparison of the initial clustering

Lane1 A

L2 M3
L2 M2
L2 M1

Lane2 A

L3 M1
L3 M2 L4 M3
L3 M3 L4 M1
L4 M2

Lane3 A

Lane4 A

(k) Results comparison of first incremental
correction

L1 M1
L1 M2
L3 M2
L4 M3
L2 M3 L3 M1
L4 M1
L1 M3 L2 M1
L3 M3 L4 M2
L2 M2

Lane1 A

Lane2 A

Lane3 A

Lane4 A

(l) Results comparison of second incremental correction

Figure 4: Results comparison after the first three clusters.

the actual position. Figures 4(g)–4(i) show the results of the
second incremental correction. All of the lanes are extracted
more accurately by all of the three methods. The results of
method [12] are better than those of method [13]. All the
four lanes results of our method are extracted with the most
accuracy and the tail end of lane4 is very close to the actual
position.

6.2.2. Quantitative Analysis. We extracted manually the
actual position of lanes based on the pavement markings.
Each extracted actual lane runs through the visible surface
of the corresponding lane in length. Then, we compared the
three methods results with the actual lanes and analyzed
their accuracy quantitatively. For a good method, the lane
extracting results not only should approach the actual station
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Table 1: AEP results of the three methods to actual lanes.

Count of clustering

Methods
literature [13]
literature [12]
This Paper
literature [13]
literature [12]
This Paper
literature [13]
literature [12]
This Paper

Initial clustering

1st incremental correction

2nd incremental correction

Lane 1
18015.62
12369.46
8956.31
11696.72
11235.56
8904.35
12142.81
11783.82
8755.62

as possible, but also should be as complete as possible in
length, so we use (12) to analyze the absolute error in pixellevel (AEP) of the 𝑖th lane between the method result and the
actual position. Consider
̂ 𝑖 ) = ∑ min (𝑥𝑎 − 𝑥𝑏 , 𝑦𝑎 − 𝑦𝑏 ) ,
AEP (𝐿 𝑖 , 𝐿


̂𝑖
𝑎∈𝐿

𝑏∈𝐿 𝑖

(12)

̂ 𝑖 is the actual position and 𝐿 𝑖 is the method result.
where 𝐿
Figures 4(j)–4(l) compare the results of the three methods
with the actual lanes during the initial clustering and the two
incremental corrections. Where lane1 A to lane4 A are the
actual position of the four lanes, L1 M1 to L4 M1, L1 M2 to
L4 M2, and L1 M3 to L4 M3 are the detection results of the
four lanes via method [13], method [12], and our method.
According to (12), the values of AEP are as shown in Table 1.
Analysis shows that, for the initial clustering results, all
lane results in our method are less than those of others;
the error of every lane in method [13] is larger than that
in method [12] except for lane4. The average of AEP of
all lanes in our method is less 6811.82 pixels than method
[13] and less 3456.85 pixels than method [12]. For the first
incremental correction, the differences of the average results
between the three methods are reduced. Our method is better
than others except for in lane2. After the second incremental
correction, the average of AEP of our method is only 8180.76
pixels, which is less 16.5% and 15.4% than the others. This
mainly benefits from the fast speed of vehicle trajectory
extracting. In the main thread, to average computing time
per frame, the incremental extracting and grouping of vehicle
feature points take about 29 ms, and the tracking and group
correction of the feature points take about 131 ms. The average
speed is about 25% faster than that of the methods based on
traditional global background subtraction and is about 43%
faster than that of the methods based on traditional feature
point detection in the whole image.
6.3. Statistical Analysis of Experimental Results. We take the
clustering process after camera parameters change as the
unit to analyze statistically the mean of AEP (MAEP) of

Lane 2
18293.95
11593.03
9917.08
10149.67
9396.41
9436.90
9411.09
9529.97
8965.90

AEP (pixels)
Lane 3
8777.63
8400.65
8015.73
8307.06
8081.10
7927.08
7899.97
7880.56
7549.95

Lane 4
18779.82
19184.01
9230.62
9675.95
9283.25
8861.32
9684.26
9201.17
7451.58

Average
15841.76
12486.79
9029.94
9900.86
9555.57
8775.64
9791.31
9673.26
8180.76

all the experimental data via the three methods, which is
calculated as follows:
̂ 𝑖 ) = 1 ∑ ( 1 AEP) ,
MAEP (𝐿 𝑖 , 𝐿
̂𝑖
𝑛 𝑛 𝑁

(13)

̂𝑖 is the pixelwhere 𝑛 is the total number of experiments and 𝑁
̂
level length of 𝐿 𝑖 .
MAEP of the initial clustering and all of the incremental
corrections are shown in Figure 5, where the abscissa of
each graph is set to the count of clustering, in which the
initial clustering is represented as “1,” the first incremental
correction is represented as “2,” and so on.
From Figure 5, we can see that all of the three methods
have better convergence but the convergence speed of our
method is the fastest and the convergence process is smoother
than other methods. For the results of lane1 in Figure 5(a),
MAEP of the initial clustering in method [13] is the largest.
Though it has better convergence, it oscillates weakly in the
whole process. Method [12] is basically stable at near 22
after 9 times clustering. For our method, MAEP of the first
clustering and the average of MAEP of the whole process are
all less than those of others. Only after 5 times of clustering,
our method is basically stable at near 21 pixels. For lane2 in
Figure 5(b), MAEP of our method is also the minimum in the
first seven clusters, method [12] followed, and method [13] is
the maximum. And the smoothness of method [13] is better
than that of lane1. After 7 times of clustering, MAEP of our
method is basically stable at about 20. For lane3 in Figure 5(c),
all MAPE are relatively small and that of our method is the
minimum in the first 6 times of clustering results. The result
of method [12] is slightly smaller than our method after the
seventh clustering. For lane4, the performance of our method
is the best and the MAEP is basically stable at about 20 only
after four clusters.
To sum up, our method has better performance in respect
of speed and average accuracy. In addition, the MAEP result
of each lane via all the methods is stable at a nonzero value,
and the MAEP of lane1 and lane4 are greater than that of lane2
and lane3. These are mainly due to the projection effects of
vehicle height.
6.4. Statistical Analysis of the Results of Extensive Testing in
Different Scenes. In order to test our method performance in
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Figure 5: MAEP curves of the initial clustering and all the incremental corrections.

different scenes, we also collected 120 minutes traffic videos
from two other typical road segments and tested our method
based on all of them. Figure 6 shows the typical sample results
of detecting and grouping of feature points and the results
of lanes detection based on the 270-minute videos above at
the exit road and the 120-minute new videos at the straight
ramp and the curve road. We can see that our method has
high accuracy not only in the exit road but also in the straight
ramp and the curve road. Though the road distortion in frame
image that results from the influence of gradient is obvious
in the straight ramp, and there are lots of vehicles and their
trajectories that are messy in the curve road, all the lanes can
be extracted well. Our method has high robustness to all the
scenes.
All the experimental data of the three methods based on
all the videos in the three scenes are analyzed statistically.
The overall average MAPE of method [13], method [12],

and this paper are 34.72, 29.23, and 23.96 pixels, respectively.
In general, our method is the most accurate and robust in all
the methods, which mainly benefits from two factors. The
first is extraction efficiency of the vehicle trajectory in the
method, which can provide the trajectory samples as much as
possible for each clustering operation. The second is the use of
rough k-means clustering method, in which the trajectories
that run irregularly are consigned to the boundary area of
lanes in the clustering process, as is shown by white trajectory
lines in Figures 6(d)–6(f) and 6(j)–6(l), and their influence on
the accuracy of lane detection is reduced obviously.

7. Conclusion
This paper proposed a novel method of lane center detection
via vehicle motion trajectories. Firstly, the rapid extraction
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(a) Feature point results in exit road in
daytime

(b) Feature point results in straight ramp in
daytime

(c) Feature point results in curve road in
daytime

(d) Lane center detection results in exit road
in daytime

(e) Lane center detection results in straight
ramp in daytime

(f) Lane center detection results in curve
road in daytime

(g) Feature point results in exit road at night

(h) Feature point results in straight ramp at
night

(i) Feature point results in curve road at
night

(j) Lane center detection results in exit road
at night

(k) Lane center detection results in straight
ramp at night

(l) Lane center detection results in curve road
at night

Figure 6: Testing results in the typical road segments.

and grouping of vehicular feature points are realized based
on three VDLs and three FTSIs, the global background
subtracting is avoided, and the detection speed is enhanced.
Then, the feature points are tracked by the pyramidal KLT
tracker with LBP texture histogram, and their groups are

described by edge weighted dynamic graph and modified by a
motion-similarity Kalman filter. Finally, the vehicle trajectories are detected from the feature point trajectories and the
lanes are extracted rapidly and high accurately by using a
rough k-means incremental cluster with Hausdorff distance.

Mathematical Problems in Engineering
The experiments proved the feasibility and efficiency of
our method. The lane results can support the extraction of
traffic parameters in lanes and analysis of the traffic incident,
vehicular behaviour, and so on. The affected time of these
tasks after camera parameters changed online can be reduced
obviously and the safety of traffic surveillance systems can be
enhanced significantly.
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